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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the influence on the engineering design process of the primary objective of validation, whether it is proving a model, a technology or a product. Through the examination of a number of stiffened panel case studies, the relationships between simulation, validation, design and the final product are established and discussed. The work demonstrates the complex interactions between the original (or anticipated) design model, the analysis model, the validation activities and the product in service. The outcome shows clearly some unintended consequences. High fidelity validation test simulations require a different set of detailed parameters to accurately capture behaviour. By doing so there is a divergence from the original CAD model, intrinsically limiting the value of the validation with respect to the product. This work represents a shift from the traditional perspective of encapsulating and controlling errors between simulation and experimental test, to consideration of the wider design-test process. Specifically, reflecting on the implications of how models are built and validated, and the effect on results and understanding of structural behaviour. The paper then, identifies key checkpoints in the design process and how these should be used to update the CAD system parameters for a design. This work strikes at a fundamental challenge in understanding the interaction between design, certification and operation of any complex system.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

As design and simulation capability continues to improve, and engineers become ever more reliant on this technology to reduce product development time, the need for validation of models is evident. In seeking to model a system in as much detail as possible, engineers hope to capture reality and so reduce uncertainty in system design and performance. Representation of reality ever more closely, certainly reduces error, and helps match simulation with test; but getting closer to the reality of the test does not imply being closer to the reality of the system in service. This paper examines this complex situation.

There are many varieties of design processes which have evolved through industrial practice in developing new products and systems. Abstract representations of these are typified by Boehm’s spiral model of design (Figure 1) [1], or the classic three stage design synthesis diagram from systems engineering (Figure 2) [2]. In all such abstractions verification and validation loom large as pivotal elements demonstrating the quality and performance of the system to the customer’s satisfaction. In many industries the ‘V’ diagram from systems engineering is the embedded approach to system development and validation. In this, the system is broken down to its smallest component elements for design and development. These smallest elements are tested, these are then integrated into the higher system level, tested again and so on until the whole product is assembled, and tested in its final operational state. The concept is simply that by testing the sub-components that the final integrated system has a better chance of performing to expectations. This building block approach is ingrained in engineering systems development.

Verification or validation of the in-service performance of a new product is clearly the critical question for the customer or certification authorities, and one which has many challenges. Validation via physical testing alone requires large amounts of expensive infrastructure, along with great time and cost [3]. Additionally, it can be difficult and in some cases impossible, e.g. extreme environment applications, to faithfully represent in-service conditions in a structural test programme [4, 5]. The simulation of structural failure by numerical methods has long been possible [6], and with the appropriate and disciplined use of simulation software the physical behaviour of many scenarios may be accurately modelled. However, potential unknowns or variability in the physical materials and the environment in which they are manufactured and operate suggests that computational methods cannot replace physical testing completely. Nevertheless, with robust, validated procedures numerical predictions for individual applications can be significantly narrowed, and simulation tools demonstrated to have the potential to reduce the amount of experimental tests required to validate a new design, material or process [7-10]. This is exemplified by the SAFESA
work [11] which defines procedures for capturing, understanding and reducing errors, or mismatches, between the real and model world. More recently this has been used in non-linear analysis to reduce errors in the collapse of stiffened panels [12]. In Campbell et al [12] error sources are classified, including geometric imperfections and boundary/loading conditions, but the work does not address the source of problems arising in the design or manufacturing processes, or their implications on the model geometry. Whilst this, and the wider body of work on material and structural testing demonstrate the ability to represent real conditions in a model, the larger question of the design process and how it influences results remains unanswered.

While validated simulations should therefore continue to form a core element of current engineering practice, the ideal process of creating and validating the performance of a new product is not necessarily appropriate or satisfactory for developing and validating a computational model to represent the in-service behaviour of a product. Thus a significant dichotomy in test requirements particularly exists when a single experimental programme is expected to satisfy both product and model validation.

This article examines and contrasts the validation requirements for: a new product; a new technology for a product, that is to say a new configuration, material or manufacturing process; and a new computational model to predict the in-service structural performance of a product. The platform of discussion is the common transport vehicle structure of stiffened panels, drawing exemplars from the significant body of research on aerospace structures undertaken at Queen’s University Belfast over a period of 15 years. Stiffened panels provide a generic structure which is sufficiently complex to provide challenges in simulation and design, but remains sufficiently well understood to allow study across a number of manufacturing and assembly processes.

The goal is thus for the first time to systematically scrutinise and articulate potential systemic weaknesses within current design and validation philosophies used for product development. In drawing out and expressing the current mismatch between design and validation philosophies it is foreseen that greater discussion on the topic may occur, which will lead to future research enabling better alignment of design and validation in product development. It is clear from this work that a model building process with consistent parameters at all levels of the system is needed.

The next section looks at the background to design, analysis and testing process for systems in general, before providing a detailed look at the design of stiffened panels. The subsequent section then examines a number of example case studies, studying stiffened panel behaviour under a variety of conditions. The results from these tests are then discussed in the context of the wider validation
question, drawing new insights and conclusions with respect to design and analysis systems and processes.

2.0 BACKGROUND

Design is typically a highly iterative process in which many disciplines are examined through a spiralling evolution of design detail. Initially highly idealised analysis methods facilitate rapid analysis and design optimisation. However, the vast range of physical behaviours possible cannot be modelled, due to the limited design data and simple structural representations. As the design matures these idealised models used for conceptual design evolve to better represent the physical behaviour of the design and the increasing design data (a cross-sectional area becomes a width and thickness, buckling behaviour may then be considered along with material yielding and so on). Ultimately, high fidelity models at the final design stages are possible, allowing the consideration of complex non-linear and coupled physical behaviours. For simple small products these high fidelity models may represent the complete product structure but for larger and for complex products these models will typically represent critical components or sub-assemblies which require particular attention due to their influence on final product functional performance, safety, reliability, weight, cost etc..

2.1 TESTING THROUGH THE DESIGN PHASES

Within the early design phases prototyping and testing are required to assess the performance of a new technology against the established solutions and confirm the ability of the design process to predict performance in service. The performance test is typically drawn from designer experience and will represent what are assumed to be the critical in-service conditions for the product type. This generic testing has the added benefit that previous technology will have been tested under these conditions allowing direct comparison. Such physical validation builds confidence in the new technology, and de-risks the individual design as it is developed.

As the design matures, from concept to final form, the focus of physical testing switches from demonstrating technology, to demonstrating that the final design solution complies with the relevant design codes, or certification requirements. At this stage significantly greater data is available on the design and thus on the in-service loading conditions. However, often the number of external loading cases is vast, for example in the case of an aircraft sometimes beyond $10^6$. As it is not possible to test all of these cases some form of down-selection is implemented, usually testing
the cases with maximum or minimum magnitudes and then using engineering judgment or defined design codes or certification rules for the testing of combinations of loading cases [13].

As noted earlier, certification programmes are typically structured with a building block approach, comprising of coupons, structural details, sub-components and full scale component tests. This style of test programme allows the uncovered understanding of structural behaviour and best performing candidate design, design features or process parameters to flow into the subsequent building blocks. The results of lower level testing may also provide data for the validation or calibration of analysis methods to be used in subsequent design iterations.

The ultimate final product tests are normally expensive, relative to the preceding tests, owing to their scale and complexity. As the purpose of these tests is to prove an individual design and its associated in-service behaviour, the instrumentation and measurement will normally focus on capturing the key performance characteristics which will satisfy the relevant codes or certification obligations. Additional expense in capturing other behaviours or behaviour under other conditions, potentially critical for verifying or validating the design process, but not essential to prove the design are typically excluded on the grounds of both cost and time.

It is worth also discussing the evolution and influence of experimental techniques. Historically, applied force, point deformation and strain data have been the principal experimental measurements. However over recent decades the development of image processing algorithms, digital camera technology (CCDs) and computing power has enabled significant advances in non-contact full-field measurement [14, 15]. This full-field measurement capability has led to the design of novel test procedures [e.g. 15, 16]. Hild and Roux [17] identify the potential of full-field measurements to bridge the gap between experiments and simulations by enabling the direct comparison of displacement and strain. They outline five uses; to assess boundary conditions; to control an experiment using data from full-field measurement, to perform heterogeneous tests on materials or structures, to enable measurement within hostile test environments, or measurement of very sensitive materials; and to develop material models. Full-field measurements may also enable improved and more cost efficient testing, potentially revealing improper or undesirable effects (e.g. misalignments of loading, heterogeneous strain fields or local effects near the loading or boundary condition) [18]. Full-field measurement capability may also relax the requirements associated with specimen geometry and loading conditions [18, 19], allowing the design of experiments in which the conditions are much closer to the in-service conditions [18]. Or through an inverse problem approach defining loads and boundary conditions to match in-service measurements [19]. However, there has been only a slow adoption by industry of full-field
measurement techniques [20]. One potential cause of the slow adoption, identified by Patterson et al., is the lack of internationally recognized procedures for calibration. Patterson et al. addresses this weakness by demonstrating the development of devices and methodologies to calibrate optical systems for full-field strain measurement [21]. Such work, along with approaches for the assessment of image processing algorithms [e.g. 22] and error control and uncertainty assessment [e.g. 23, 24] pave the way for the widespread adoption of non-contact full-field experimental techniques for industrial testing. A final challenge however resides in the demonstration of the scalability of many techniques from the component level to the product level, and future benefits of full-field methods in efficiently examining large volumes of potential in-service loading conditions.

2.2 PRODUCT EXEMPLAR – STIFFENED PANELS

Stiffened panels are used in the design of aircraft and space vehicle wings and fuselages, railway carriages, ship hulls etc.. Over recent decades the materials and manufacturing processes use to produce transport vehicle stiffened panels has evolved significantly. Starting with aluminium and mechanical fastening (riveting) in aerospace, and steel and welding (Metal and Tungsten Inert Gas (MIG & TIG) welding) for marine and rail; the drive for cheaper, lighter and more fuel efficient vehicles as introduced new materials and assembly processes which can reduce the manufacturing cost and assembled weight of panels. Aerospace panels are now machined from single near-net size blanks or welded using laser beam or friction stir welding and combinations of advanced aluminium-alloys, or produced using carbon fibre composite materials with which the stiffeners are again integrally manufactured with the skin. In marine and rail aluminium-alloys or composite materials have replaced the traditional steels, reducing weight, and again advanced manufacturing processes have introduced automation and reduced assembly time and cost. Given these recent developments stiffened panels are thus an ideal platform to discuss validation with respect to analysis models, new technologies and new products. Exploration of the idealisation and modelling challenges will be organised on the common themes of Material, Geometry, Boundary Conditions and Initial Conditions, which cover the key characteristics across all engineered products. A summary section will then attempt to generalise shared conclusions from the specific case studies which will hold for other structural components, material types and physical performance criteria.

Stiffened panels consist of an external skin, stiffened by both longitudinal and lateral stiffeners, which stabilise the structure from within. When loaded in shear, compression or bending such thin-walled structures can exhibit structural instabilities at stress levels lower than their material limits, due to an unstable event commonly referred to as buckling [25]. The inclusion of longitudinal and
lateral stiffeners partitions the structure into smaller units. The stiffeners increase out-of-plane stiffness and with the smaller units produce a more buckling resistant structure. Partitioning with distributed stiffeners can also create a more damage tolerant structure, with the introduction of stiffness changes and or physical breaks in the structure having the potential to retard or stop crack growth. It is however possible to design stiffened panels to have a stable post-buckling response and therefore maximise panel strength to weight ratios by allowing the skin in between stiffeners to buckle in service at defined percentages of the ultimate load [26]. This buckling skin arrangement can offer notable weight savings over non-buckling designs for panels located in non-critical aerodynamic or hydrodynamic areas [27]. Typically, in initial design the panel structure is idealised as a plate with a smeared thickness (for either metallic or composite design) with heuristic or highly idealised loading and strength calculations undertaken [28-29 & 30-32]. As the design evolves the thickness information is extrapolated again using heuristics to provide an estimate of gross stiffener areas and nominal skin thicknesses. Thus higher fidelity strength analysis can then take place for individual skin and stiffener components [33-35]. Given this increased structural definition Finite Element (FE) global vehicle loading models may be generated. The models are initially highly idealised representations of the global structure, in which the philosophy is to model the structure with sufficient detail to evaluate load paths and load levels [29]. Key in defining the appropriate idealisation is the time available for a design iteration, the time for model creation, the number of load cases, the accuracy required from a single simulation, post-processing requirements and the available computational power. Thus idealisation is only part of a more complex design process trade-off. Even for the examples in this work idealisation is several days’ effort. Analysis run-times of minutes are trivial by comparison. The loads obtained from the global loading models are then used to update strength analysis and sizing of individual skin and stiffener components. Iteratively this process of looping ‘strength analysis and sizing’ with ‘loading analysis’ is repeated with increasing design detail being added and increasing strength and loading analysis fidelity. Ultimately, with FE models employed to predict strength, all relevant panel detail may be modelled. At each iteration design optimisation refines the local design (thicknesses in metallic panels or stacking sequence in composite panels) using a vast range of potential algorithms [36-40].

3.0 LESSONS LEARNED IN MODELLING & TESTING

From a computational modelling perspective there are four key aspects to consider:
Each of these are considered in turn below.

3.1 MATERIAL: IDEALISATION & MODELLING

Consider the stiffness and strength of a simple small scale specimen under compression loading illustrated in Figure 3 [41]. The figure presents a single test curve and two FE simulation predictions. Both simulated using the same mesh, elements, and solution procedure with the only variation in input the material models. The first model employs the relevant material data from a standard material reference (MIL-HDBK) [42]. The second simulation employs material test data from test coupons taken from the same material batches from which the test specimen was manufactured. The Ramberg–Osgood definition for material stress–strain behaviour was employed to generate full stress-strain relationships [43]. The generated stress-strain relationships were then incorporated into the FE analysis models using the ‘classical metal plasticity’ constitutive theory available within the ABAQUS material library [44].

The simulation with reference material data under predicted specimen global collapse by 8.2% and the simulation with material coupon data over predicted the specimen performance by 0.6%. Clearly, given that the material data was the only variation between the models, the source of material properties has a major influence on simulation prediction. The question then arises as to the required source and fidelity of material data. If the requirement of the test was to validate the computational analysis this could be best achieved as a deterministic analysis with actual specimen material properties from the same material batch. However considering product design, unless such data would be used within ‘Condition of Supply’ requirements a different approach would be required, considering material variability. For validating a new technology, and particularly when benchmarking against previous or other technologies the potential influence of batch material properties must be captured to be understood. Table 1 summarises the particular requirements for each validation objective (for a model, for a technology, for a product).

A notable feature of the stiffness data in Figure 3 is the discrepancy in post-buckling stiffness between the test specimen and the FE predictions. The cause of this discrepancy was ultimately determined to relate to the specimen test boundary conditions. Thus we will refer back to this test when considering model loading and boundary conditions in Section 3.3.
3.2 GEOMETRY: IDEALISATION & MODELLING

Let us consider the example of the idealisation of skin-stiffener joints within a welded stiffened panel [45-46]. In this example the focus is a single stiffener test specimen, Figure 4, in which the skin and stiffener are lap welded by friction stir welding. The same simulation software is used as in the previous case study (ABAQUS). Three specimens, of length 215.4 mm, were tested to failure under compression loading. No skin edge support members were used in these tests. Three joint idealisations were considered, Figure 4. In Method 1 the specimen is assumed to act as an integral structure with all nodes on the stiffener flange connected to the corresponding skin nodes. In Method 2 the weld joint is explicitly modelled, with nodes in the skin and stiffener weld area connected with rigid links. Method 2 does not model the contact condition between the unwelded skin and stiffener flange and therefore within the post-buckling domain the skin and flange elements may penetrate each other. Method 3 models the weld plus the skin and flange interface contact conditions. This is accomplished with the remaining nodes at the interface linked using uni-axial gap elements.

All three simulations predict pre-buckling stiffness which correlates well with the experimental data. Method 1 predicts an overly stiff post-buckling stiffness and ultimately over predicts the specimen failure load (+9.2%). Method 2 under predicts the post-buckling stiffness and failure load (-6.5%). Method 3 most accurately represents the post-buckling stiffness and failure load (+1.1%). The choice of idealisation philosophy is therefore highly dependent on the anticipated behaviour of the structure, as the model idealisation must be capable of accurately representing the critical structural characteristics. In order to represent the buckling failure modes of a stiffened panel the structure is most appropriately idealised as an assemblage of shell elements, with the skin, stiffener web and stiffener flanges represented as a series of inter-connected plates [47]. Thus a key component of the geometric idealisation is the representation of the boundaries between the various structural components. Consequently, to validate a computational model, this could best be achieved modelling actual specimen joint geometry. Conversely, if the target is the validation of a new technology, simulations and testing need to be used to understand the influence of the processing window on joint geometry and the resultant influence on structural strength. Considering product design, a non-deterministic approach would be required considering the tolerances of the productionised welding process. Table 2 summarises the joint geometry requirements for each validation objective (for a model, for a technology, for a product).

3.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: IDEALISATION & MODELLING
In Section 3.1 a notable discrepancy was noted in the post-buckling stiffness between the physical test data and the simulations. Figure 5 illustrates the experimental setup for the test, detailing the applied skin edge members. The cause of this discrepancy was the tendency of the edge support bars to separate as skin buckling occurred, with alternate buckles prising the bars apart. This effect essentially reduced the degree of restraint on the edges of the test specimen skin, thus increasing the extent of the skin buckling and hence reducing the post buckling stiffness. However, in the simulation the edge support assemblies were not physically modelled, only their design-intent of restraining the out-of-plane translation of the skin zones within the supports. Therefore, in the post-buckling range the experimental and computational curves diverge, Figure 3, Section 3.1

Even with well-designed support members, specimen manufacturing tolerances can introduce uncertainty as to the true applied edge conditions. Small variations in different specimen distortion shapes may induce differing edge conditions with the same set of support members and specimen design [4]. Thus test specimen edge support design typically aims to represent a condition in which there may be a minimum of uncertainty, for example a free edge or clamped edge. This philosophy however can direct the testing and associated simulations away from representing in-service conditions.

Considering loading, here great divergence is possible between the in-service event or events and the practicalities of testing a portion of a structure. Considering the simple form of loading for the previous case studies, uniform compression, this firstly assumes that loading will act alone and secondly assumes that this loading will be uniform in the particular in-service event. Both assumptions may be true but more likely the engineers can justify that the loading simplifications are conservative and recreate a ‘worst case scenario’, for example it may be assumed that lateral loading will always be tensile due to internal pressure. With regards uniform loading this can result in restrictions on the specimen design - even though a large panel specimen with multiple stiffeners may be tested the specimen only represents a single stiffener design within a repeating larger structure. As such the design of the test specimen is restricted and may not represent the product design. Such difficulty suggests that full system testing is a solution, however setting aside issues of time and cost, identifying the performance and loading of individual sub-components within a full system test is very challenging and in cases impossible, for example locally at the load introduction points.

More generally, loading must be introduced within an area of the product or specimen which is naturally reinforced or must be reinforced. For either a full product test or a component test this preparation will necessitate additional processing, bonding, casting, fastener installation, which can
induce initial states of stress not present in a final product. For static testing loading is applied monotonically and in displacement or load-control. Testing in displacement-control is normally considered safer than in load-control because post failure behaviour is better controlled, however this can deviate from true in-service loading. The use of monotonic loading, displacement or load-control will also impact on which simulation approach is most appropriate, potentially creating a further disconnect. Considering model loading and boundary conditions, Table 3 summarises the particular requirements for each validation objective (for a model, for a technology, for a product).

3.4 INITIAL CONDITIONS: IDEALISATION & MODELLING

Initial conditions such as geometric imperfections and or residual stresses can have a significant influence on the strength of stiffened panels [48-50]. Consider the static stiffness and strength of a riveted specimen with multiple lateral and longitudinal stiffeners, Figure 6 [26]. The figure presents test results and a series of simulation predictions with each simulation representing a different magnitude of initial geometric imperfection. The peak magnitudes of the imperfections in the simulations are labelled A in Figure 6. While the pre and early post buckling structural responses are almost identical for all simulation results, the predicted load carrying capacity is highly sensitive (16% between the baseline with no imperfection, and the maximum imperfection). This is due to the fact that as the applied load is increased, with the presence of these geometric imperfections, corresponding overall out-of-plane deflections develop thus increasing the compressive stresses in the stiffener and promoting specimen failure.

Considering more complex initial conditions Figure 7 presents experimental and computational stiffness and strength data for a friction stir welded stiffened panel design with multiple lateral and longitudinal stiffeners [51]. In this case two initial imperfection states are presented, both representing different zones of a welding processing window. Both imperfections consider variation in the width of the effective weld joint, the location of the effective weld joint centre, the effective strength of the weld degraded material, the width of the degraded material and the magnitude of welding induced residual stress. Both simulations predict the same axial stiffness up to initial skin buckling. Beyond this region the curves diverge. In Figure 7 the small differences in buckling behaviour can be observed, these variations result in the 8% difference in the predicted specimen collapse load.

Reflecting on the above results, it is possible through such coupled experimental testing and simulation to understand the influence of individual initial conditions on stiffness and strength. In each case the initial conditions result from the selected panel assembly processes, riveting and
welding, and thus understanding of the influence of manufacturing processes on stiffness and strength can be developed. This is particularly important with respect to initial design and the fact that the definition of local joint features or the global configuration may directly influence manufacturing resultant initial conditions. Moreover, structural optimisation without the consideration of such manufacturing induced initial conditions and the design features which effect their form and magnitude may not result in a design which performs as required.

Consider Figure 8 which presents the output of a design study for a stiffened panel design series considering panel assembly via laser beam welding [52]. The first design analysis considers the design of a series of panels assuming no welding induced initial conditions (labelled in the figure as ‘zero weld effect design line’). Having sized the panels assuming no welding induced initial conditions the static performance of each design in the series is then reanalysed assuming severe welding induced initial conditions. Examining the calculated design lines there is a significant drop in the load carrying capacity when the sized designs are reanalysed assuming the complete complement of welding induced initial conditions. The greatest drop in load carrying capacity is 18.5%. With such differences between target and calculated performance it is clearly important to consider the initial conditions within the sizing process. Figure 8 also presents a further design study line when the welding induced initial conditions are modelled within the sizing process. It can be seen that it is possible to create panel designs which match the zero welding induced initial conditions performance when the optimisation process considers the critical structural behaviour and most relevant design parameters. Further studies have also identified that the location of assembly joints is also important to the initial conditions and panel static strength [53].

The process of validation, whether for a model, a technology, or a product must therefore be allowed to iteratively feed the higher-level design activities with the most appropriate design freedoms for optimisation. Table 4 summarises the particular requirements for each validation objective considering model initial conditions.

### 4.0 DISCUSSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN MODELS AND DESIGN FREEDOMS

The exemplars summarised in Section 3.0 clearly demonstrate that the process of design, analysis and test, all brought together with a building block approach, gradually adds knowledge about the structure and its performance. It is interesting to consider this from a higher level perspective as to what is happening in terms of the detailed geometry, design parameters and design freedoms. In this discussion three key lessons emerge as guidance for future validation systems.
The studies all focused on stiffened panels under compression loading. The panels are thin, and buckling is a key failure mode. What emerges from these studies is that the conceptual model for all cases is the same: a thin sheet with stiffening elements. The panels had different manufacturing processes. In each case this adds some detail to the concept with additional geometric parameters appearing to define the regions and components. There is therefore a divergence in the geometry at this decision point on the process to be used. But each additional parameter adds a design freedom, another dimension to modify. To illustrate this point Figure 9 demonstrates the evolution of design parameters as manufacturing decisions are taken in the design evolution of an aircraft fuselage. This is a critical observation as any optimisation is now being set off on a different path. The concept remains the same, but the set of parameters that describe it is different in each case. The manufacturing process has therefore specified the design freedoms.

The analysis models now add another layer of complexity. The design geometry is idealised to allow the most efficient and accurate representation of the behaviour to be captured. The design is now effectively represented by another set of parameters. In addition to the geometric approximations, material property approximations are also added. This may be as simple as the Elastic Modulus, or a derived attribute such as inertia (second moment of area) or stiffness. It allows for many variations. As in the case of manufacturing processes the idealisation has now effectively represented the concept with another set of parameters.

What is clear is that the choice of manufacturing process and the choice of idealisation define the design freedom for each concept. Thus Figure 10 shows two methods of parameterising a stiffened panel, reflecting two different manufacturing processes. The top parameterisation could represent the case where the three regions in dashed lines are to be machined out of a block of material. The bottom parameterisation could represent where two stiffeners are attached to a panel skin. In their current state both parameterisations represent the same panel geometry, however selecting the bottom parameterisation constrains the skin thickness to be constant, whereas machining allows $D_1$, $D_2$, and $D_3$ to vary in magnitude. Of great significance is the fact that each different parameterisation will produce a unique design optimum.

The question is how to capture and control the evolution of the parameters as the design progresses. It is clear that the geometry within the CAD systems should be ideally the same as that in the analysis model. In investigating this a surprising problem arises. In an effort to provide flexibility CAD systems allow many ways to construct geometry. Figure 11 shows a number of ways to create a square. The result of this is that even a simple shape may have a different geometric representation from the designer’s intent. Therefore, there is an opportunity for any analysis or
simulation to be conducted using a different set of parameters, leading to different results and conclusions. The example of figure 10 could therefore lead to a large number of parametric versions. Thus another view, and potential error source has been added to the process. From a geometric modelling perspective this has never been a problem as the underlying representation was not a major consideration. Further, historically analysis models were traditionally built completely outside the geometric modelling system and were therefore not intended to be so tightly linked. However, the proceeding exemplars and discussion clearly exposes the need for a common representation of the design in all these segments of the process so that at each point the same parameter set can be used. This is the first lesson:

**Lesson 1:** A new integrated approach to design and analysis modelling is needed to ensure consistency in the parameter sets used in all phases of the design and validation process.

While it could be argued that a fully detailed solid model with complete computational capability would resolve this, such is unlikely, and is perhaps not even possible. One pragmatic approach to account for the highlighted disconnects in the current model building process is the concept of “dimensional addition and detail insertion” [54-55]. Such approaches define how a CAD model can be built to accommodate an evolving design, maintaining designer intent and allowing robust and efficient links between the design and analysis models. These modelling philosophies have shown promise in the design and simulation of reasonably complex assemblies but have yet to be fully explored in the context of the more complex integrated manufacturing systems environment exposed here as being the real challenge to validation.

While such an approach may help to reduce errors and improve confidence in validation results and their implications for a design there are other interesting observations which have arisen from considering this broad range of studies. The drive for each study was to assess a particular material or technology influence on the design and manufacture of a product. Hence the four aspects were studied (Material, Geometry, Boundary Conditions & Loading Conditions and Initial Conditions) to achieve the most complete view possible. From the validation perspective this raises some interesting questions. It can be seen that validation of a given tightly constrained scenario is achievable, and therefore analysis and simulation can aid the design definition close to the validated configuration [56, 57]. But what of trying to consider a wider range of solutions, and having a more open design process that allows significant variation from the starting concept? It has been demonstrated that each idealisation and manufacturing process introduces different freedoms. Similarly the real geometry and real in-service conditions introduce further freedoms and parameters. So, while the validation gives some confidence that what was tested behaved as
predicted, it leaves the global behaviour uncertain. If the aim of validation is to give confidence in predictions and help make better designs then this uncertainty gap must still be understood and eventually bridged. Here non-deterministic approaches [58] offer great potential to understand the influence of uncertainty in simulations and thereby reduce over conservatism in design, minimize variation sensitivity (robust design), augment and guide validation testing (simulation based certification). However, ultimately industry currently relies on successful full scale tests and key assumptions backed up by further analysis to provide confidence that the system will not fail in unexpected ways. Until the complete system can be tested, and measured, this gap will remain a challenge.

If the perspective shifts to the design, technology and product view then it is clear that validation for each is focused on different questions. Table 5 illustrates the key elements relevant to each, as summarised and rephrased from the points in Tables 1-4. It then becomes clear that any validation is limited to the domain that it emerged from. While perturbations on geometry, material etc. can be understood, large changes or wider questions render the validation uncertain and reduce confidence in its conclusions. For example, a detailed validation of the behaviour of a welded stiffened panel may give confidence in basic load carrying capacity. However, if the process of assembling this panel within a larger structure alters the panel’s initial conditions then confidence from the validation process is also altered. This is the second lesson:

**Lesson 2:** Design and validation effort are often focused in different directions, varying between basic understanding of a configuration, detailed understanding of a manufacturing technology or process, and demonstrating product performance for certification.

When it comes to validation at the product level many complex systems have so many variations in operational scenarios and loads that it may even be impossible to obtain results for all of them. In this case, the validation becomes focused on a few key load cases and scenarios. As a structural analogy this is akin to a single strain gauge in a large structure. It gives a sample point to compare with. It also therefore leaves much to be explored to increase understanding of that product.

This is an interesting point to come to. In the early days of simulation, single point comparisons with testing via a few well-placed strain gauges was the state-of-the-art. Simulation was limited to analytical and semi-empirical solutions and linear static FE analysis. Figure 12 shows a schematic timeline of the development of simulation capability, illustrating the progression from simple material models to non-linear geometry and subsequently more sophisticated boundary conditions (such as contact) and finally the inclusion of initial conditions. Similarly validation has progressed
now to full field strain measurement, which is still developing apace. Validation development has therefore followed this trend as capability as developed, moving along with the simulation capability for component level. However, scalability from the component level to a product under in-service loading is currently more practicable for the simulation developments than for the experimental developments. But both computational and full field strain measurement capability remain well below that needed for complete product validation. This is the third key lesson from the work:

**Lesson 3:** A step change in validation processes and measurement capability is needed to allow fuller measurement of the product in its operational environment.

### 6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The development of simulation and validation technologies have significantly enhanced capability to understand the behaviour of designs, and have allowed very detailed validation of structural configurations and the influence of manufacturing processes on components. It is clearly possible to achieve a high degree of accuracy by capturing the material, geometry, boundary conditions and initial conditions and using these with an appropriately idealised model. The review and reassessment of a large number of experimental studies on stiffened panels, and the corresponding computational analysis, has revealed new insights into the limits of validation capability and the gaps between simulation, validation and design. While sophisticated analysis and validation processes give great confidence in tightly defined scenarios for specific purposes in understanding component and technology behaviour, new CAD modelling procedures are needed in combination with advances in simulation and test capability to allow validation of fully defined products in service. Until now, development of validation technology has progressed through studies on material, geometry, boundary conditions and initial conditions, following the development of computational technology. While it has seemed for a while that it should be possible to validate any model prediction by having as much detail as possible in the model and carefully matching this to the test, it has become clear that attempts to validate detailed design models of real products in service has exposed gaps in the procedure from design to analysis to validation. Therefore, to move into the next era, Table 6, and to have better understanding of the final product in service, full field measurement and computational capability has to move to the product level with new design procedures that both maintain consistency between design, analysis and validation models; and allow evolution of the parameter sets to match the manufacturing technology used to produce the final product. In addressing the original question as in the title of this paper it is clear that validation
and design effort is focused in different directions, but the three key lessons identified herein offer a path to the next level in full product validation.
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Table 1 – Material modelling requirements considering simulation, technology and product validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIAL MODELS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computational model</td>
<td>Deterministic material data representing the test specimen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verification / validation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology verification</td>
<td>Modelling with material variation will enable understanding of the influence of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product verification</td>
<td>material property variation on technology and on individual design performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>validation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modelling with material variation will enable understanding of the influence of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Condition of Supply’ requirements on product performance and vice versa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Geometric idealisation requirements considering simulation, technology and product validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEOMETRIC IDEALISATION – JOINT GEOMETRY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computational model verification /</td>
<td>Detailed representation of the specimen joint geometry, including contact conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>validation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology verification / validation</td>
<td>Necessary to capture manufacturing process resulting joint geometry, and represent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product verification / validation</td>
<td>this to understand the influence of the processing window on design performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modelling with joint geometry variation will enable understanding of the influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of process capability on product performance and vice versa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 – Loading and boundary condition requirements considering simulation, technology and product validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOADS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computational model verification / validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed representation of the test rig induced boundary conditions and loading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology verification / validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed representation of the test rig induced boundary conditions and loading to maximise correlation between test and simulation, enabling focus on the impact/influence of the technology on individual specimen performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product verification / validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed representation of the in-service loading, for a sub-component representing the in-structure boundary conditions and transmitted loading.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 – Initial condition requirements considering simulation, technology and product validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INITIAL CONDITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computational model verification / validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed representation of the specimen measured initial conditions should be used for simulation validation studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology verification / validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary to capture specimen manufacturing process resulting initial conditions, and represent these to understand the influence of process variation on strength variation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The process of validation, whether for a model, a technology, or a product must be allow to iteratively feed the higher-level design activities with the most appropriate design freedoms for optimisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product verification / validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural optimisation without the consideration of initial conditions and the design features which effect their form and magnitude may result in designs which fail to perform as required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 – Key factors considered for design, technology & product validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Boundary Conditions</th>
<th>Initial Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design</strong></td>
<td>Generic Material Values used to obtain basic understanding of structure.</td>
<td>Variations on potential shape &amp; configurations to understand perturbations/alternatives to main configuration</td>
<td>Limited studies with idealisations and loads to obtain confidence in range &amp; limits</td>
<td>Typically not studied at this level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology</strong></td>
<td>Typically use Material from Design model – not the focus of study at this level</td>
<td>Typically use variation from Design Model – not the focus of study at this level</td>
<td>Variations on support &amp; clamping conditions in manufacture to obtain confidence in range &amp; limits</td>
<td>Variations in residual stresses and distortions relevant for the manufacturing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product</strong></td>
<td>Require production material information – percentage variation in key material characteristics</td>
<td>Fixed from design &amp; technology studies – not usually the focus of study at this level</td>
<td>Boundary conditions apply for whole product – components/systems from design &amp; technology studies now embedded in global system</td>
<td>Variation and combinations typically too numerous to study – new conditions arise from assembly, disassembly &amp; reassembly during service life.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 – Shifting focus to the product/technology phases provides a different perspective on validation aims.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Boundary Conditions</th>
<th>Initial Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design</strong></td>
<td>Focus is on understanding basic behaviour of the material and geometry under typical service loading &amp; limit (extreme) loads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology</strong></td>
<td>Focus is on understanding the influence of the manufacturing process on shape and residual stresses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Focus shifts to typical service and limit loads of the product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 - Boehm’s spiral model of design.

Figure 2 - The classic 3 stage design synthesis diagram from systems engineering.
Figure 3 – Measured and predicted stiffness and strength for a riveted specimen consisting of a 0.286 x 0.432 m flat skin, stiffened by a single bulb–tee extruded stiffener.
Figure 4 – Measured and predicted stiffness and strength for a welded specimen consisting of a flat skin, stiffened by a single Z-section extruded stiffener, plus FE joint idealisations.
Figure 5 – Experimental edge support design.
Figure 6 – Measured and predicted stiffness and strength data for a riveted specimen, consisting of a 0.914 by 0.864 m skin, stiffened by six stringers and two frame segments.
Figure 7 – Measured and predicted stiffness and strength data for a friction stir welded multi stiffener specimen consisting of five Z-section longitudinal stringers and a flat skin.
Figure 8 – Initial design study results for a laser beam welded stiffened panel segment – strength per unit width versus cross-sectional area per unit width, results considering design with and without weld effects.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design stage</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Structural idealisation for analysis – Skin and stiffener parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Conceptual design | Enclosed volume → Outer mould line | - Each fuselage segment is initially represented by a centre of gravity with bending, shear and torsional stiffness properties.  
- This develops so each fuselage segment has a cross-section (outer mould line) and a smeared thickness distribution plus basic elastic material properties. |
| Preliminary design | Location of all major stiffeners | - Each skin segment has a thickness and basic elastic material properties.  
- Each stiffener segment has a centre of gravity and cross-sectional area and basic elastic material properties. |
| Detailed design | Location and geometry of joints | a) Laser beam welded design  
- free flange width & thickness  
- web height & thickness  
- skin pad width & thickness  
- skin thickness & stiffener pitch  

b) Friction stir welded design  
- free flange width & thickness  
- web height & thickness  
- attached flange width & thickness  
- skin pad width & thickness  
- skin thickness & stiffener pitch |

Figure 9 – Design parameter evolution for an aircraft fuselage structure, conceptual, preliminary and detailed design.
Figure 10 – Parameterisation of a stiffened panel.

Figure 11 – Defining a square using different parameterisations.
Figure 12: Timeline showing development of computational capability.